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ABSTRACT
We evaluate and analyze the quality of click models with respect to their ability to simulate users’ click behavior. To this end, we propose distribution-based metrics for measuring the quality of click simulation in addition to metrics that directly compare simulated and real clicks. We perform a comparison of widely-used click models in terms of the quality of click simulation and analyze this quality for queries with different frequencies. We find that click models fail to accurately simulate user clicks, especially when simulating sessions with no clicks and sessions with a click on the first position. We also find that click models with higher click prediction performance simulate clicks better than other models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Simulation has long played a role in information retrieval (IR). Queries have been simulated [2] and so have labeled text collection [3]. Several recent workshops and tutorials have focused on simulating user interactions and search behavior; see, e.g., [1]. Simulating user search behavior in information retrieval and web search is crucial not only for academic researchers, who may not have access to large-scale search logs, but also for commercial systems, where online experiments with real users cannot scale infinitely. Clicks are a particularly important aspect of online user behavior; clicks are widely used both to evaluate the quality of search [13], as a predictive signal [8], and to improve the quality of search [15].

To simulate clicks, researchers and practitioners use click models [6, 16]. For example, such simulated clicks have been recently used in interleaving experiments [7, 14]. Little attention has been given to the problem of click simulation on its own and to measuring the quality of this simulation [16]. It is not clear, for instance, which click models simulate clicks better and why, i.e., what theoretical properties of click models affect the quality of click simulation. In this paper we fill this gap by evaluating and analyzing the simulation quality of the most widely-used and well-performing click models, namely, DBN [5], CCM [12] and UBM [10].

Our contributions are the following. First, we propose to consider distribution-based metrics to measure the quality of click simulation in addition to metrics that directly compare simulated and real clicks. Second, we perform a thorough comparison of the above-mentioned click models in terms of the quality of click simulation.

2 RELATED WORK
Click simulation is used to either evaluate the quality of click models [16, 17] or to simulate online experiments in cases where real users are not available [7, 14]. Zhu et al. [17] simulated clicks to estimate the query-document CTR and then compared this estimated CTR to the real CTR value. Xing et al. [16] directly evaluated click simulation by calculating the mean average error (MAE) between the ranks of the first/last simulated clicks and the ranks of the real clicks. In this work we take a close look at click simulation and follow the latter approach to evaluate the simulation quality. In addition, we propose distribution-based measures for evaluation of click simulation.

Hofmann et al. [14] proposed probabilistic interleaving and used simulated clicks to evaluate the proposed method. Similarly, Chuklin et al. [7] simulated clicks to evaluate vertical-aware interleaving. However, the quality of click simulation itself was not taken into account. In this work, we aim to directly evaluate this quality, which will further inform and support various applications of click simulation.

3 BACKGROUND
Click models. We consider click models that have been shown to have the best performance in terms of modeling and predicting clicks [6]: the user browsing model (UBM) [10], the dynamic Bayesian network model (DBN) [5], and the click chain model (CCM) [12].

The UBM model includes two types of parameters: (i) the probability $r_{qr}$ of examining a snippet of a search result, which depends on the rank $r$ of the result and on the rank $r'$ of the previously clicked result, and (ii) the probability $a_{qd}$ of snippet $d$ being attractive to a user given query $q$. According to UBM, a snippet is clicked if, and only if, it is both examined and attractive, i.e., with
probability $y_r \cdot \sigma_{qd}$. UBM was reported to outperform DBN and CCM in terms of log-likelihood and perplexity [6, 11].

DBN considers not only the attractiveness probability of a snippet $\sigma_{qd}$, but also the satisfactoriness probability $\sigma_{qd}$ of the actual search result $d$ after it is clicked. DBN follows the cascade assumption [9] and assumes that a user examines a snippet at rank $r$ with probability $y$ if, and only if, she examined a snippet at rank $r-1$ and was not satisfied with it (this happens with probability $1 - \sigma_{qd} \cdot \sigma_{qd}$). Similarly, according to UBM, a snippet is clicked if, and only if, it is both examined and attractive, where the examination probability is calculated recursively.

The CCM model also contains the set of attractiveness parameters $\sigma_{qd}$ and, similarly to DBN, follows the cascade assumption. CCM introduces three examination parameters $\tau_1$ to $\tau_3$ that determine the examination probability for a snippet at rank $r$ based on the examination and attractiveness of the snippet at rank $r-1$. Just as before, a snippet is clicked if, and only if, it is both examined and attractive.

**Click simulation.** We simulate clicks using Algorithm 1, as described in [6]. For each rank $r$ (line 1) the algorithm calculates

\begin{algorithm}[H]
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
  \STATE \textbf{Input:} click model $M$, query session $s$
  \STATE \textbf{Output:} vector of simulated clicks $\{c_1, \ldots, c_n\}$
  \FOR{$r \leftarrow 1 \TO |s|$}
  \STATE Compute $p = P(C_r = 1 | C_1 = c_1, \ldots, C_{r-1} = c_{r-1})$ using previous clicks $c_1, \ldots, c_{r-1}$ and the parameters of model $M$
  \STATE Generate random value $c_r$ from $\text{Bernoulli}(p)$
  \ENDFOR
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

the probability $p$ of clicking on that rank, given all previous clicks $c_1, \ldots, c_{r-1}$ (line 2). This probability is calculated using a click model $M$; all click models are able to calculate the conditional probability of a click on a result using previously observed clicks in the same query session. Based on the obtained conditional click probability $p$ the algorithm generates a random value from a Bernoulli distribution with parameter $p$ (line 3). This random value indicates the presence of a click. If it equals 1, then model $M$ simulates a click, otherwise model $M$ simulates the absence of a click.

### 4 EVALUATION METRICS

The quality of click simulation is usually measured by comparing real clicks and simulated clicks. In particular, Xing et al. [16] measure the mean absolute error (MAE) in predicting the first clicked rank and the last clicked rank. We consider these metrics in our work. Note that for sessions without clicks we assume that the rank of the first/last click is zero.

At the same time, we argue that directly comparing real and simulated clicks is too strict and a good click simulator does not necessarily have to have (and even should not have) low MAE of the first/last clicked rank. Consider that we observe two sessions for the same query. In the first session we observe a click at some rank, while in the second session we do not observe any click. Assume that a click simulator simulates an opposite situation: no clicks in the first session and a click at the same rank in the second session. In this case, MAE will be large, because, strictly speaking, the clicks are not simulated correctly. On the other hand, the distribution of clicks among sessions and over ranks is preserved. Moreover, we argue that a realistic click simulator must preserve the distribution of clicks and should not necessarily simulate exactly same clicks in exactly same sessions. Therefore, we propose to measure the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distribution of real clicks and the distribution of simulated clicks in addition to measuring MAE of the first/last clicked ranks.

There are two natural click distributions to look at. First, the distribution of clicks over sessions (see Figure 1(a)), which shows the percentage of sessions with a certain number of clicks. Second, the distribution of clicks over ranks (see Figure 1(b)), which shows how many times a certain rank was clicked.

Note that directly measuring the KL-divergence between the real and simulated distribution of clicks does not give any meaningful information. Consider the following example. The actual clicks for a query $q_1$ are $[1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]$, while a simulator predicts $[0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]$. For a query $q_2$ the situation is reversed: the actual clicks are $[0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]$, while the predicted clicks are $[1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]$. In this case, the global KL-divergence between the distribution of real clicks and the distribution of simulated clicks is 0.0, while the simulation is actually wrong. For this reason, we measure a local KL-divergence for every query and then
calculate a weighted average of local divergences as follows:

$$KL-div = \frac{\sum_{q \in Q} KL-div(q) \cdot s_q}{\sum_{q \in Q} s_q}$$

(1)

where $Q$ is the number of unique queries and $s_q$ is the number of sessions observed for a particular query $q$. We calculate this metric for both click distributions: distribution over sessions and distribution over ranks. Lower values of the metrics denote better click simulation performance.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Dataset. In our experiments, we use a publicly available click log published by Yandex\(^1\) within the personalized web search challenge.\(^2\) This click log consists of 27 days of search activity, where each day contains more than 2 million query sessions (2,413,800 on average). We split the data in two parts: first 14 days for training and last 13 days for testing. We train click models on all query sessions of the first 14 days (33,310,079 sessions). Due to limited computational resources we measure the quality of click simulation on the first 100K query sessions of each test day, which results in 1,300,000 sessions for testing. Since query sessions are independent and their order within a day is not specified, using the first 100K sessions of a day is equivalent to considering random sessions.

Baselines. We compare the simulation performance of the DBN, CCM and UBM models to the following naïve baselines: (i) always simulate no clicks (baseline 1), and (ii) always simulate a click on the first position (baseline 2). We considered these simple simulators as baselines due to specific properties of the data: 35% of the test sessions have no clicks and 51% of the test sessions have a click on the first position.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section we first compare the click simulation performance of the UBM, DBN and CCM click models to that of the baselines presented above. Then we discuss the relative performance of click models compared to each other.

Baselines vs. click models. Table 1 summarizes the simulation performance of the click models and baselines in terms of the MAE of the first/last clicked rank and the KL-divergence of the click distribution over sessions (session-based KL) and over ranks (rank-based KL).

Table 1 shows that Baseline 2, which always simulates a click on the first position, achieves the best performance in terms of all metrics. This is not surprising as 51% of the sessions in the test set contain a click on the first position. An interesting result here is that advanced click models, such as UBM, DBN and CCM, cannot simulate sessions with a click on the first position as accurate as Baseline 2.

Baseline 1, which simulates no clicks, performs worse than Baseline 2, because there are fewer sessions without clicks (35%) than with a click on the first position (51%). Baseline 1 also outperforms the click models in terms of all but one metric, which means that the considered click models cannot accurately simulate sessions without clicks either. (The rank-based KL-divergence of Baseline 1 is worse than that of the click models, because this baseline does not simulate any click at any rank).

In Tables 2 and 3 we take a closer look at the click simulation quality for queries with different frequencies: frequent queries with more than 100 sessions, torso queries with 10–100 sessions and rare queries with 1–10 sessions. Here the situation is slightly different. Baseline 2 is still the best in almost all cases, apart from the session-based KL-divergence for frequent queries (Table 3). Baseline 1 is better than click models in terms of MAE, but not in terms of KL-divergence for frequent and torso queries.

Overall, naïve baselines almost always outperform advanced click models in terms of both MAE and KL-divergence apart from some cases for frequent and torso queries. These results suggest the following. First, click models cannot accurately simulate sessions with no clicks and with a click on the first position, which is crucial in a web search scenario, where such sessions comprise the majority of cases. Ways of improving the simulation accuracy of click models in these cases should be considered. Second, the metrics used in this study do not take into account the “usefulness” of simulated clicks. Naïve baselines that always simulate the same click pattern are not useful in practical applications, such as training a ranker using clicks.

Table 2: MAE of the first/last clicked rank for queries with different frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Frequent (100+)</th>
<th>Torso (10–100)</th>
<th>Rare (1–10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Last</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 2</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBM</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Session- and rank-based KL-divergence for queries with different frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Frequent (100+)</th>
<th>Torso (10–100)</th>
<th>Rare (1–10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 1</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 2</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBM</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\)http://yandex.com

\(^2\)https://www.kaggle.com/c/yandex-personalized-web-search-challenge
Relative performance of click models. First, it has to be noted that the mean absolute errors for the UBM model, presented in Table 1, are higher than those reported in [16]. We believe this is because we use a different dataset compared to [16].

Second, it is clear that UBM simulates clicks better than DBN and CCM in terms of both MAE and KL-divergence. This also holds for all query frequencies (see Tables 2 and 3). UBM was reported to outperform DBN and CCM in terms of click prediction performance, measured by log-likelihood and perplexity [6, 11]. Although there is an intuitive relation between the quality of click prediction and the quality of click simulation, this intuition has not been confirmed so far. Our results show that indeed the best-performing click model in terms of log-likelihood and perplexity is also the best-performing click simulator in terms of MAE and KL-divergence.

Third, Tables 1–3 show that DBN and CCM perform similarly to each other in terms of click simulation. They were also shown to have similar log-likelihood and perplexity when predicting clicks [6, 11]. This further confirms the above discussion.

Finally, Tables 2 and 3 show that click models simulate clicks best for frequent queries and worst for rare queries. This is a known limitation of click models: they do not perform well for rare queries [11]. Our results confirm that this also holds for click simulation.

Overall, our results confirm the intuition that a click model with better log-likelihood and perplexity in a click prediction task should also simulate clicks better.

7 CONCLUSION
We considered the problem of click simulation in web search and studied the ability of click models to simulate clicks. To measure the quality of click simulation, we used metrics that directly compare real and simulated clicks and proposed to use distribution-based metrics that compare the distributions of real and simulated clicks.

We compared the simulation quality of the best-performing and widely-used click models, namely UBM, DBN and CCM, and analyzed this performance for queries with different frequencies.

Our main findings are the following. First, click models do not simulate accurately sessions without clicks and sessions with a click on the first position. In a web search scenario, considered in this work, such sessions comprise the majority of observed sessions. Thus, in this scenario, naive baselines that simulate no clicks and a click on the first position outperform advanced click models in terms of click simulation. This finding suggests that click models should consider ways of dealing with sessions with no clicks and sessions with a click on the first position. Second, we confirmed the intuition that click models that have high click prediction performance (usually measured with log-likelihood and perplexity) also have the best click simulation performance. Particularly, the UBM model was shown to be the best in predicting clicks and it appears to be the best in simulating clicks compared to DBN and CCM. This finding suggests that building click models with high log-likelihood will result in better click simulators.

There are a few directions for future work. First, we plan to study click simulation in scenarios other than web search, e.g., exploratory search, academic search, search in digital libraries and archives. We expect that user click behavior in these scenarios will differ significantly from that in web search. In particular, there may be much fewer sessions with no clicks or only one click. Second, in addition to directly evaluating the performance of click simulators we plan to consider and evaluate various applications of click simulation, e.g., building rankers using simulated clicks. This way we will evaluate the “usefulness” of simulated clicks. Finally, we plan to consider recently proposed neural click models [4] for the task of click simulation and evaluate their simulation performance. We expect that these neural models will capture more complex patterns in user click behavior and, therefore, simulate clicks better. In particular, we expect them to better deal with sessions with no clicks or only one click.
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